
A�er 4weeks,

ENGLISH

Synergistic effects of copper peptide-1 and adenosine can help improve skin cells and wrinkles; Centella asiatica

can shorten skin healing period, make skin barriers stronger and create new skin and niacinamide brightens the skin.

Natural moisture fills the gaps in the skin's oil, giving it strong moisturizing properties for a long time.



FILLONIC BOOSTER
With an extraordinary ability to attract and retain moisture,
DERMACELEB ʼs powerful replenishing solution stars the purest concentrate of
hyaluronic acids available to not only provide an immediate cure for dehydrated, damaged skin,
but reinforce the skin fabric; essential for restoring hydration factor,
preventing problematic complexions, and minimizing the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

A supercharged solution and lifting elixir, DERMACELEB FILLONIC BOOSTER Concentrate
works to attract and retain precious moisture inside the skin while fortifying its natural barrier function.

A�er 4weeks,



< Hyaluronic acid concentration in skin >

Naturally found in the body, filling the spaces between the connective fibers collagen and elastin in the dermis,

hyaluronic acid (HA) plays a critical role in skin health with its unique ability to attract and hold up to 1,000 times its

weight in moisture. As we age, skin moisture can drop significantly, which makes the skin lose elasticity and expose

the signs of aging on the skin. Ever since your skin reached its prime in 18-20 years of age, HA begins to decrease,

due to the breakdown caused by an enzyme called hyaluronidase.

People in their 40s are estimated to have less than half the hyaluronic acid of people in their 20s.

For this reason, it is imperative that the body continually replenish itself with HA.

HYALURONIC ACID (HA):
A KEY MOLECULE IN SKIN AGING

< Healthy Skin > sufficient hyalurcnic acid 

skin colour is evenly toned, dydrated and elastic

< Dry Skin > lacking hyaluronic acid 

skin is dry, rough and lacks elasticity
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FILLONIC BOOSTER



POWERFUL
REPLENISHMENT
With the help of latest bacterial fermentation process, the DERMACELEB FILLONIC BOOSTER
Acid 100 has been crafted from our unique microbic culture fluid that promotes cell formation
and growth to achieve optimal hyaluronic acid yield and quality.
Our custom-designed pore-sized filtration technique has created an groundbreaking formula
with both low- and high-molecular weight hyaluronic acid that can gives you deep penetration
and intense hydration. A low-weight hyaluronic acid effectively penetrates deep into skin
layers, where it exerts a powerful moisturizing action, and plays a key role in collagen/elastin
production and cell proliferation, counteracting sagging while restoring elasticity and healthy
complexion. A high-weight hyaluronic acid sits nearer to the surface of the skin and helps
improve surface hydration, making fine lines and wrinkles appear less visible.

Our unique formula with multiple weights of hyaluronic acid can gives
you low-weight hyaluronansʼ deep penetration rapid absorption as well
as high-weight hyaluronansʼ natural barrier to retain and keep moisture
in the skin.

Concentional Hyaluronic Acid FILLONIC BOOSTER Hyaluronic Acid
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IMPROVES
WHITEHEADS
Dehydration adversely affects the skin by making it overly dry and rough and causing it to peel.
As a result of dehydration, you might experience an increase in dead skin cells on the top layer
of skin. These cells can accumulate and clog the pores. Clogged pores, in turn, contribute to the
development of acne pimples or aggravate them. As such, dehydration can indirectly cause
pimples. For adults over 20, comedogenic oils and pore clogging ingredients commonly found
in skin care and cosmetics are a major cause of blackheads, whiteheads, and break outs.
A supercharged, skin-plumping serum, Mumur Hyaluronic Acid Solution 100 is brimming with
naturally-derived 100% hyaluronic acid to provide long-lasting hydration whilst stimulates
the skin's metabolism, refining pores to improve whiteheads and breakouts.

FILLONIC BOOSTER EFFECT.2

FILLONIC BOOSTER



DEFIES
FINE LINES
FILLONIC BOOSTER is as 100% Hyaluronic acid concentrate ampoule, It is the hottest
ingredient in skincare right now ― Itʼs proven to be so effective that “hydro-lifting” filler
injection technique has been developed to give tired saggy faces a subtle lift while
replenishing lost hyaluronic acid instantly and restoring skin moisture to youthful levels.

FILLONIC BOOSTER

FILLONIC BOOSTER EFFECT.3

Hyaluronic Acid Moisture And Elasticity Layering

Oil & Water Powder
Supply

Reinforcing elasticity
in the skin

Moisture Shield

High-weight Hyaluronic Acid
Low-weight Hyaluronic Acid



After cleansing, apply 1-2 drops and massage over entire face until
absorbed morning and night.

HOW TO USE

Combine to any lotion or cream!
Double the hydration effect.

Add to BB cream or foundation!
Create a natural and dewy looking makeup.

Apply HA before sheet mask!
Gives you a skin-hugging fit and deep hydration.

Mix HA with toner!
Make your own moisturizing spray.

How to apply

Mixing and matching with other skincare products

Return to your 4weeks skin renewal cycle,
and restore vibrancy and radiance in the skin

FILLONIC BOOSTER



01

02Dead skin cells
Skin, the bodyʼs largest organ, constantly sloughs off dead cells. This gives way to

new, living cells that move up from the lower layers. This continual renewal keeps

the skin looking younger, smoother and more radiant, while maintaining approx.

15-25% water content in stratum corneum, the uppermost layer of the skin layer.

With age and dehydration, when water content in stratum corneum falls below 5%,

this natural skin renewal cycle slows down, which can result in an accumulation

of dead skin cells on the outer skin layer. This buildup causes your skin appear dull

and darker, and leads to blemishes and more fine lines.

Impaired skin barrier function
The main reason your skin becomes dehydrated is reductions or the lack of natural

moisturizing factor (NMF), which ultimately leads to damage to the skinʼs natural

barrier that provides hydration to skin and prevent loss of water through the water

holding/absorb properties; and to protect skin against external factors.

BOTTOM LINE ON
SKIN DEHYDRATION

FILLONIC BOOSTER
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Weak Elasticity
The amount of Hyaluronic Acid found in the dermis starts to diminish as early as

our forties. This loss is most likely the cause of dehydration and loss of turgidity due

to breakdown of collagen and elastin, which contributes to altered elasticity and

increased wrinkles in aging skin. Dehydration of the skin can lead to significant signs

of premature aging and if not treated, can cause more serious conditions both

internally and externally.

Acne Breakouts
Dehydration adversely affects the skin by making it overly dry and rough and causing

it to peel. As a result of dehydration, you might experience an increase in dead skin

cells on the top layer of skin. These cells can accumulate and clog the pores.

Clogged pores, in turn, contribute to the development of acne pimples or aggravate

skin troubles.

FILLONIC BOOSTER

When well-hydrated from inside and out, the skin looks healthier and
more vibrant and is less prone to wrinkles and troubles, with natural barriers

functioning at their best.

Did you know?
Hydration level determines skin age. Dehydration can lead to lowered metabolism, blood
clots, seizures, and other complications, including various skin troubles; and chief among
them, compromised skin barrier functions that impairs skin’s natural moisturizing
factor. Signs and symptoms of skin dehydration are not making immediate impact,
but they are all there;the skin can feel tight and sometimes gets �aky and shows dry lines.
Your makeup refuses to stay on, and the texture of the skin will be rough and will not look
smooth and plump anymore. Various skin troubles and signs of aging are common
symptom of dehydrated skin.



www.dermaceleb.com


